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Question: The project is available for VCL as well as for Firemonkey framework, how do you unify the interface between the two platforms? I have few Delphi Projects developed in VCL and Firemonkey (x-platform), when I import the VCL component it always says RadControls is not found, this is not a programming error, nor a compiler error, it is the project loading system. If the project is
developed on Firemonkey, it works fine in this VCL Project. I have installed Firemonkey components, added path and path to the components path, also I have delphi32 and delphi64 libraries and it gives same error. Question: The project is available for VCL as well as for Firemonkey framework, how do you unify the interface between the two platforms? I have few Delphi Projects developed in
VCL and Firemonkey (x-platform), when I import the VCL component it always says RadControls is not found, this is not a programming error, nor a compiler error, it is the project loading system. If the project is developed on Firemonkey, it works fine in this VCL Project. I have installed Firemonkey components, added path and path to the components path, also I have delphi32 and delphi64

libraries and it gives same error. Answer: What version of Delphi are you using? Is it VCL or XE? If you have installed FireMonkey Delphi framework, then you may need to uninstall the VCL version and use FireMonkey instead. XE is VCL, Tokyo is FireMonkey, Rio is just FireMonkey. You can use the set of Delphi XE based projects in FireMonkey, or you can create a project in FireMonkey.
Question: The project is available for VCL as well as for Firemonkey framework, how do you unify the interface between the two platforms? I have few Delphi Projects developed in VCL and Firemonkey (x-platform), when I import the VCL component it always says RadControls is not found, this is not a programming error, nor a compiler error, it is the project loading system. If the project is

developed on Firemonkey, it works fine in this VCL Project. I have installed Firemonkey components, added path and path to the components path, also I have delphi32 and delphi64
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A: You can use a FireMonkey component. It is written by me. I WOKE UP to a cold house this morning. Nothing wrong with that, but, I was feeling it in my shoulder and after getting up and doing a run with it as "Bandaid" for the week, I now it is a little stiff. I had breakfast at a local diner and worked on my projects. I have a special boarder that a friend made for me with one of the mirrors. It's a
kicker of a board and has a beautiful quote that I love. It now sits in the corner of my den. I made myself a nice box with my washcloth, sponge and some warm water to bathe my shoulder before lifting weights for a while. I opened my favorite smells yesterday, and thought I might have been smelling them a few more days, with the smell of my shoulders, they all do. It was so good, so clean, and
relaxing. I will never get too dependent on just one smell, as new ones will always come up. I just made a wish that all the healthy smells are around me, no matter if I open them or not. I had my best friend in town today and we got to talk about and enjoy our late youth. I was talking to him about my business and he encouraged me to continue what I am doing. I told him I needed to be more
consistent, and he laughed at me. He said that I am totally committed to this and that he is very proud to know me. I told him the reason is I am in love with myself and what I am, and I know now, what I need to do, after the past. He encourages me, as he knows the steps ahead. I had to let some of my loved ones go. So, I am the only one left to take care of and being alone, I realized I do need to step
up and take care of myself. Just like being a child I don't know how to do it, but it does need to be done and this is what I am doing. It will be hard, but, it will be right. I need to change some things about myself. I don't know who I really am, but, I have to really know what it is that I am doing, and I don't want to change myself. However, I know change is needed and then it won't be a problem. I mean,
I am f678ea9f9e
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